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Jack Smith and the Workof Reinvention 
Grimm/Rosenfeld 
530 West 25th Street, Chelsea

This group show opened with a performance by the dynamic simulacra of supper-club normalcy known as Kiki and Herb. 
They established that grandiosity is often the better part of valor, if not a matter of survival, an idea well exemplified by the 
extravagantly imagined, gender-bending arts of Jack Smith.

The show begins with vibrant color photographs of Smith by Klaus Mettig and Katharina Sieverding, and casts a wide net 
that reveals a web of interconnections, mostly concerning masquerade, drag, theater and reinvented characters, crea-
tures or worlds. A photograph by Peter Hujar catches Ethyl Eichelberger as Nefertiti, walking like an Egyptian. A nearby 
vitrine contains ‘’Oedipus Aegyptiacus,’’ the three-volume 17th-century magnum opus of Athanasius Kircher, who filled 35 
books with the answers, real and invented, to the riddles of the universe. In one volume, a large fold-out engraving enumer-
ates the hieroglyphs on an Egyptian obelisk. Three collages by the underground filmmaker Lewis Klahr gives everyday 
images a spare, hieroglyphic precision.

Overhead, Dasha Shishkin’s ceiling painting depicts a fleshier universe of real and imagined beings in black, white and 
pink. They resonate with the small black statue of Smith’s beloved ‘’Yolanda la Penguina’’ in sequined showgirl regalia. 
She stands brassiere to brassiere with, and gazes adoringly upon, Matt Saunder’s ethereal painted homage to Smith’s first 
star, Mario Montez, in Esther Williams mode. Franko B., a German artist whose performances often involve bloodletting 
and whose work constitutes self-rescue from a viciously cruel childhood, is represented by a pale gray fragment of a car 
body with a Swiss cross cut in its surface, suggesting both a first-aid vehicle and a wound.

Additional shades of pale follow, in Vaginal Davis’s small ghostly self-portraits, rendered in makeup, and in Paula Court’s 
photographs of Reza Abdoh’s theatrical work, ‘’Quotations From a Ruined City,’’ full of figures bandaged from head to toe. 
These works flank a bit of salvation: James Hampton’s outsider masterpiece, the immense citylike altar-throne he called 
‘’The Third Heaven,’’ made of silver and gold foil, in a photograph with the artist.

This subtle, peripatetic show, which has been organized by the young artist Jonathan Berger, confirms Barnett Newman’s 
well-known assertion in ways he never imagined: we are always, regardless of form, medium or intent, ‘’making it out of 
ourselves.’’


